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ABSTRACT: The leakage power dissipation has become one of the most dominant factors in total power consumption and yet
a challenge for the VLSI designers as it doubles every two years according to Moore’s law According to ITRS, leakage power
consumption may dominate total power consumption [1]. By scaling down the threshold voltage, remarkable reduction in
leakage in leakage power can be obtained. We propose a new leakage reduction technique, named “variable body biased
keeper”, which can be applied to general logic circuits as well as memory. Our SSVBB approach retains the logic state while
saving the leakage power. Like conventional approach, our approach can employ dual Vth technologies reducing leakage power
with the area and delay overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Low power consumption has become important factor in recent electronics industry due to rapid growth of battery operated
devices like laptop, PDAs, cellular phones and other communication devices. For high performance and high packaging density,
supply voltage and threshold voltage is constantly scaled down. But this leads to increase the sub threshold voltage, which in
turn increases the power consumption. Static consumption is major contributor of total power consumption which is due to
leakage current flowing when the device in the standby mode. Sub threshold leakage current is most predominant of all leakage
current and becomes challenging for VLSI design engineers. It is drain to source current flowing when the transistor is
operating in weak inversion region. The sub threshold leakage current is given by
Isub = Ie1/nVƟ(Vgs-Vth-γVsb+ηVds)(1-e-Vdst/VƟ)
Where VƟ is the thermal voltage, γ is the body bias coefficient, η is drain-induced barrier lowering coefficient.
Based on mode of operation leakage power reduction is classified as standby mode and active mode. In standby mode, the
circuit is in idle state and is cut off from the power rails. During active mode, leakage power is reduced by stacking up the
transistors.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Here we review prior work that is related to our research. In this section we classify the circuits based on state retention and
state destructive logics.
This section describes previously proposed low power reduction for generic logic circuits. We classify them based on (i) Save
state and (ii) Destructive state.
SLEEP TRANSISTOR: Here sleep transistors are used between the power rails to cut off the power supply when the device is
in the idle mode. So this technique is commonly power gated technique. A technique called multi threshold voltage CMOS
transistor proposed by Motoh et al.[2] uses high Vth sleep transistors and low Vth transistors in pull up and pull down device to
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maintain high switching speed. Sleep transistors are turned off when the device is in idle state, which dramatically reduces the
leakage power in standby mode. During active mode the device works normally.
FORCED STACK: Transistor stacking is the technique where the leakage power is suppressed greatly. Narendra et al changed
the effective channel length of the stacked transistor and found that there is considerable reduction of sub threshold leakage
power [3]. Here (W/L) ratio of the transistor is broken into two halves, so the transistor turns off/on simultaneously. Sub
threshold current is thus reduced with area and delay overhead, thus saving the state of device.
SLEEPY STACK: Sleepy stack is combination of Sleep and forced transistor technique. Forced transistor breaks the transistor
into two halves whereby leakage power is reduced. Sleep transistor technique retains the logic state and saves the power when
its sleep mode [4][5]. It uses two additional sleep transistors parallel to the existing sleep transistor, whereby the area and delay
gets increased. During idle mode, sleep transistor are turned off and the power is substantially reduced. During active mode,
sleep transistors are on and delay is reduced as there is active resistance path
SLEEP APPROACH: This approach reduces the area overhead caused by the additional sleep transistor used in the sleep
approach. By placing alternate sleep transistors [6], this area overhead can be reduced. In sleep mode, input of logic is “0” and
each logic input reverses its state and the output is 1. Thus, the zigzag approach uses few sleep transistors than the sleep logic.
SLEEPY KEEPER: In this approach, PMOS transistor is placed parallel to the pull up sleep transistor and NMOS is placed
parallel to pull down sleep transistor [7]. When in sleep mode, the NMOS is the only source of VDD to pull up network as the
sleep transistor is turned off. When in active mode, PMOS is the only source of ground to pull down network as the sleep
transistors is turned on. Due to the presence of sleep transistor, the resistance of the ON path increases thus decreasing the
propagation delay. This approach retains the logic state of the circuit.
III. STRUCTURE
We introduce our proposed methodology “variable body biased keeper”. Then we explain this technique applied for the generic
logic circuits. The proposed structures are combination of forced stack and sleep with variable body bias technique. The sleep
transistor technique retains the logic state of circuit while forced stack maintains the minimum delay penalty. Thus this reduces
the leakage power while saving the logic state.
There are two modes of operation, active mode and sleep mode. The SSVBB has a structure merging forced sleepy stack with
variable body biasing technique. The sleepy stack divides the existing transistors into two halves while maintaining the input
capacitances. Then the sleep transistors are added in parallel to stacked pull up and pull down transistors. During active mode,
s=0 and s’=1 are asserted, thus all sleep transistors are turned on thus reducing circuit delay. The performance is improved as
the body to source of the PMOS is ON, which lowers the Vth of PMOS transistor again. Due to body effect, Vth decreases thus
increases the performance. As the sleep transistors are always on there is faster switching time than the forced stack. During
sleep mode, s=1 and s’=0 are asserted, so both of the sleep transistor are turned off, thus maintaining the logic state of the
circuit. As a result of body effect, Vth increases, which decrease the performance.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

The proposed structures are combination of forced stack and sleep with variable body bias technique. The sleep
transistor technique retains the logic state of circuit while forced stack maintains the minimum delay penalty. Thus
this reduces the leakage power while saving the logic state.
There are two modes of operation, active mode and sleep mode. The SSVBB has a structure merging forced sleepy
stack with variable body biasing technique. The sleepy stack divides the existing transistors into two halves while
maintaining the input capacitances. Then the sleep transistors are added in parallel to stacked pull up and pull down
transistors. During active mode, s=0 and s’=1 are asserted, thus all sleep transistors are turned on thus reducing
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circuit delay. The performance is improved as the body to source of the PMOS is ON, which lowers the Vth of
PMOS transistor again. Due to body effect, Vth decreases thus increases the performance. As the sleep transistors
are always on there is faster switching time than the forced stack. During sleep mode, s=1 and s’=0 are asserted, so
both of the sleep transistor are turned off, thus maintaining the logic state of the circuit. As a result of body effect,
Vth increases, which decrease the performance.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We measure static power dissipation, dynamic power dissipation, propagation delay and area for the four approaches namely,
sleep, sleepy stack, forced stack and base case with the proposed method. The simulation is performed using schematic entry
and its corresponding test patterns are generated and its functionality is verified. After verification, the schematic file is
converted into Verilog file, which gets converted into physical layout. Using the physical layout the area and delay is found.
All the approaches are compiled with single Vt method. The inverter uses W/L = 6 for PMOS in the pull up network and W/L =
3 for NMOS in the pull down network. All the simulations are carried down at the room temperature of 27 0C, VDD= 1.2v,
supply voltage of 2.5V. The device model used for the simulation is BSIM model.
TEST CIRCUITS: Chain of inverters, Full adder and SRAM cell is chosen as benchmark circuits. A chain of inverter is chosen
as a basic circuit as every transistor level implementation has the characteristics of an inverter. Full adder is chosen as basic
building block and is constructed from logic gates and two inverters. SRAM is a basic memory and is constructed with inverters
and pass transistors.
CHAIN OF FOUR INVERTERS: Three inverters of equal size are connected as shown in the diagram. Our approach is

compared with the base case, forced stack, sleep and zigzag in terms of power dissipation, area and delay. Dual Vt is
also applied along with single Vt approach.
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Full Adder: A full adder is created from logic blocks that generate sum and carry along with two inverters. The complex blocks
are sized with NMOS W/L = 3/1, PMOS W/L = 9/1.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a new leakage power reduction scheme “Variable sleepy biased keeper”. It provides large
power saving among all the alternative schemes. There is 51% power savings compared to base case. But there is area overhead
with increase of 58%.
For future work, we will explore how process variation affects leakage power using Variable sleepy biased keeper.
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